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A BSTRACT: The VLT Survey Telescope (VST) has started the regular operations in 2011 after a
successful commissioning at Cerro Paranal (Chile), the site which hosts the best facilities for optical
astronomy operated by the European Southern Observatory (ESO). After a short description of the
instrument, this paper mainly focuses on the telescope control software, which is in charge of
the real-time control of the hardware and of the overall coordination of the operations, including
pointing and tracking, active optics and presets. We describe the main features of the software
implementation in the context of the ESO observatory standards, and the goals reached during the
commissioning phase and in the first year of operations.
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1

Introduction

After its commissioning in 2011 [1, 2], the VST has become one of the operational telescopes at the
ESO Paranal observatory (figure 1), where software engineering methods are applied as standard
rules [3] and all telescopes and instruments must share the same principles (e.g. see [4]). The
application of software engineering has been helpful along the whole life cycle of the project, from
design to implementation, test and maintenance.
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1

The control system of a telescope like VST, based on active optics, is highly distributed. A
large number of subsystems and physical devices shall be controlled and coordinated, and many
operating conditions must be handled: night observations, system and subsystems test, telescope
maintenance. Therefore, the development of the software has been driven by many requirements
of different nature: performance, functionalities, necessity of testing and maintenance capabilities.
Usually, the time for development is another important driver which can generate sub-optimal
solutions, because sometimes patching a part of existing code is quicker, and may be considered
more attractive than restructuring the software in the most effective way. In our specific project,
the appropriate trade-offs have been considered case by case.
The specific implementation of the VST control software is discussed in this paper, that is
structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the telescope. Section 3 describes the
main subsystems for the telescope control, in terms of functional blocks. Section 4 gives details
on the control network and the adopted hardware. Section 5 discusses the software environment
used in the project, in terms of programming tools and basic terminology. Section 6 describes
the software package, that is the result of the overall effort. Section 7 discusses the configuration
control methodology adopted along the software project. Section 8 tells about the commissioning
of the software and section 9 concludes the paper.

2

The telescope

The VST (figure 2) is currently the largest telescope in the world specially designed for surveying the sky in visible light. It is the ESO work-horse totally dedicated to visible survey programmes, supporting the Very Large Telescope (VLT) with wide-angle imaging by detecting and
pre-characterising sources, which the four VLT Unit Telescopes can then observe further. The
telescope is a F/5.5 with an alt-azimuth mount, equipped with an active optics system using a
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Figure 1. The ESO Paranal observatory. The VST is hosted in the farthest enclosure (the second from the
right side).

3

Control system

The telescope software controls many physical devices, which can be logically grouped in the
main subsystems described in the following sections, i.e. axes control, autoguiding, active optics
and atmospheric dispersion corrector. The software takes care of the hardware control and provides
the coordination of all the subsystems.
3.1

Axes control

As the VST is an alt-azimuthal telescope, it has three tracking axes (azimuth, altitude and instrument rotator), that share the same control engineering concepts.
The servo system of each axis minimizes the difference between the desired reference trajectory and the encoder feedback. This task is accomplished by appropriate servo controllers, implemented within the control software. Nevertheless, as the position encoders indeed do not measure
the orientation of the beam and no telescope mount is ideal, as a matter of fact even a perfect servo
control cannot stabilize perfectly the image on the detector. Unavoidably, there are discrepancies
due to imperfections and deformations of the mechanical construction, like the non-exact alignment of the axes, the deformation of the telescope structure, the non-perpendicularity of the axes
and the zero point offsets. These imperfections are taken into account in a pointing model, which
is included in the generation of the reference positions for the axes servo control. The parameters
of the pointing model are computed fitting pointing errors data, collected off-line.
The position feedback is provided by glass discs incremental encoders with a circular scale,
equipped with distance-coded reference marks, four reading heads and a dedicated electronics. The
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Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor. Its optics includes a field corrector which is required to deliver
a good optical quality over a wide field of view of 1 ⇥ 1 , composed of three lenses, two hosted
in the telescope and one within the camera. The primary mirror is a concave 2.6-m hyperbolic
meniscus, axially supported by 84 active supports located on four rings and laterally supported by
passive astatic levers [5–8]. It can be tilted for alignment purposes by modifying the positions of
three fixed points on the third ring at angles of 120 . The rigid-body position of the convex hyperbolic secondary mirror can be controlled by a hexapod in 5 degrees of freedom [9–12]. Additional
details on the active optics system can be found in [13–16].
The 268 Mpix OmegaCAM camera [17] with a pixel scale of 0.21 arc seconds/pixel and a
pixel size of 15 µm is the sole focal plane instrument, composed of a mosaic of 32 2 K⇥4 K scientific CCDs arranged in a square 16 K⇥16 K matrix. The camera provides an alternative curvature
wavefront sensor and a guiding system based on four additional CCDs, located at the outer edge of
the mosaic.
Both VST and OmegaCAM have been designed specifically to have image quality as one of
the major scientific strengths (for the telescope image quality error budget see [18]). Figure 3 is
representative of the VST wide field imaging capabilities: the globular cluster Omega Centauri is
enclosed in a single image containing millions of stars shown in fine details, that is considered
probably the best picture of one of the most popular sky objects. The telescope is able to deliver
images limited only by the atmospheric turbulence with no contribution from instrument imperfections (“seeing limited” images); therefore it is an ideal instrument to fully exploit the extreme
sharpness of the Chilean sky.

absolute position is established during the initialization procedure, traversing two adjacent reference marks; this is possible because the relative distance of two reference marks is never identical,
i.e. these distances are the absolute codes. The velocity feedback is obtained by differentiating the
encoder readings.
Both position and speed loop controllers are implemented within the control software running
on Local Control Units (LCU), that are computers based on the VersaModule Eurocard (VME) bus.
This choice gives much more versatility in the servo controllers design.
The axes are moved by commercial brushless servomotors powered by appropriate drives. The
motors transmit the motion to gear wheels; four motors are installed for azimuth and altitude, only
two for the rotator. The motor drives are configured to behave just as power amplifiers.
The gear transmission might cause a backlash clearance at pinions: this potential problem is
prevented by the application of a constant torque bias to the motors. Thus, there is no possibility that all motors go simultaneously in the backlash area between the gear teeth. Similar torque
bias solutions were adopted for other optical telescopes like TNG [19] and for DSN antennas [20].
Therefore, the output of the speed controller is filtered by a torque bias control code, which computes the individual torque commands to the motors.
A hydrostatic bearing system supports the telescope allowing a frictionless rotation around the
azimuth axis: the LCU software controls it through a digital I/O board and a CAN (Controller Area
Network) Bus interface that communicates with local boards based on microcontrollers.
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Figure 2. The telescope within the enclosure.

Figure 4. Architecture of the main axes control system.

The block diagram for the control of each of the main axes is shown in figure 4. The axes
control and tracking performance are discussed more extensively in [21–23].
3.2

Autoguiding

The telescope autoguider is based on a probe system which takes the light from an off-axis star and
sends it to a guide camera, where the image is recorded on a technical CCD. The software must
read the CCD image, compute the movement of the centroid and remove it, sending appropriate
corrections to the telescope axes. A pick-up mirror, that is positioned around the science object
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Figure 3. The globular star cluster Omega Centauri imaged by VST (Credits: ESO/INAF-VST/OmegaCAM.
Acknowledgement: INAF-Capodimonte Astronomical Observatory).

in (r, q ) coordinates with two dedicated radial and angular mechanisms, deflects the light to the
guiding camera composed by lenses and the technical CCD. Because of the field curvature, the
inclination of the pick-up mirror depends on the distance from the center, thus it is also servo
controlled. Furthermore, the guiding camera best focus is also dependent on the position in the
field and is adjusted with an additional servo mechanism. Therefore anytime a guide star has to
be captured, four servo mechanisms are activated in parallel. The table of the four mechanisms
positions as a function of the (r, q ) field coordinates were computed off-line using ZEMAXT M
ray-tracing software and the results were implemented and validated successfully on the sky.
The image on the CCD is maintained stable with respect to the reference position, filtering
the position error with a PII (proportional — double integral) controller [24] and applying the
computed corrections to the telescope axes. Figure 5 is a sketch of the telescope autoguiding
control system, showing the probe devices that are controlled by the telescope software.
3.3

Active optics

Active optics [25] is a technique to keep the optics of the telescope close to its prescription also
during operation, correcting the slowly varying wavefront errors that are generated by variations
of the temperature and the inclination of the telescope tube, as well as temporally constant errors.
The active optics system requires a wavefront analyzer and correcting devices, that are actuators
for modifying the shape of the primary mirror and for the positioning of the secondary mirror.
The VST active optics software supports different possible operating modes. The common
part is the actuation system, composed by a Stewart platform which moves the secondary mirror
and four rings of force actuators which modify the shape of the primary, which is also protected by
a safety system [26] from possible damages caused by earthquakes. The operating modes differs
in the command part, which can be an online computation of corrections coming from one of the
two wavefront sensors installed in the telescope and camera, or an interpolation of a look-up table
containing calibrated values, with a dependence on the zenith angle and on the temperature. The
telescope wavefront sensor is a Shack-Hartmann: a matrix of star spots is formed on a technical
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Figure 5. Simplified architecture of the autoguiding software.

CCD and compared by software with a reference matrix recorded using an artificial light. Afterward, the differences are used to compute the coefficients of the aberration modes. A functional
diagram of the active optics system is shown in figure 6; the telescope software controls all the
devices grouped in the right side of the picture.

3.4

Atmospheric Dispersion Corrector

The atmospheric refraction is the bending of light due to the earth’s atmosphere, making the source
appear higher in the sky than it actually is. It is a consequence of the wavelength-dependent index of
refraction of the atmosphere. As the refraction depends on the wavelength, the effect is a deviation
of the light beam from its original direction and also a spectral widening of the beam, with shorter
wavelengths (blue light) being more refracted than longer ones (red light). The effect depends
on the tangent of the zenith angle and on temperature, barometric pressure, relative humidity and
wavelengths; at large zenith angles, the differential refraction between red and blue can be several
arc seconds.
The VST device that compensates for this effect is called Atmospheric Dispersion Corrector
(ADC) [27]. The image of a star with a ground-based telescope without an ADC is a vertical
spectrum, especially noticeable at large zenith angles. With an ideal ADC the same image shows
no dispersion. Since this dispersion varies with the zenith angle, the correction is implemented
by installing two counter-rotating doublet pairs of prisms to adjust the total refraction angle. The
angular command to the prisms is computed knowing the zenith angle and the metereological
data. In case the user decides to observe with the ADC, the software handles its insertion in the
optical path and the appropriate rotation of the prisms. The functional scheme of the Atmospheric
Dispersion Control is shown in figure 7. Additional details on the computation of atmospheric
dispersion at VST are available in [28].
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Figure 6. Simplified architecture of the active optics control system.

4

Control network

The telescope local area network (LAN) is composed of a coordinating workstation running Scientific Linux operating system, and a number of Local Control Units with related control electronics
and application software, working with VxWorks real-time operating system. The only exception
to this scheme is the Hexapod Control Unit (HCU) provided by ADS International company, that
is based on a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) and is considered a Line Replaceable Unit.
Table 1 reports the list of machines in the telescope network, in association with the subsystems controlled by each; the machine names are coded using a common prefix assigned to VST
computers in the overall observatory network. Figure 8 shows the network devices within the
telescope control LAN.
All the graphic capabilities and the user interfaces reside on the telescope workstation. The
LCUs are hosted in electrical cabinets and interface with the electronics through several electronic
boards. In order to use as much as possible commercial electronics and simplify maintenance
activities, the same standard boards have been used wherever the same functionality was needed.
Thus, in all subsystems there is one only type of CPU board, of motion control board, of digital I/O
board and so on. In particular VST uses the following standards for VME boards, widely adopted
in the ESO observatory of Cerro Paranal:
• Motorola PowerPC CPU board
• Acromag digital I/O board to control any kind of digital input and output device
• VMIC analog I/O boards to read tachometers and write torque signals to power amplifiers
• MACCON motion control boards for all motorized devices based on DC or stepper motors,
used in the probe and ADC systems
• ISER serial communication boards for any kind of RS232 interface
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Figure 7. Functional scheme of the Atmospheric Dispersion Corrector system.

Table 1. Machines in the telescope LAN.

Name
wtvst
ltvaz
ltvalt
ltvadc

LCU

ltvag

LCU

ltviac

LCU

ltvhb

LCU

ltvm12

LCU
PLC

ltvecs
hcu

Controlled systems
Whole telescope
Azimuth
Altitude
Rotator
Probe
Co-rotator
Atmospheric Dispersion Corrector
Reference light
Primary mirror cover
Autoguider
Autoguiding Technical CCD
Wavefront sensor
Image Analysis Technical CCD
Azimuth Hydrostatic Bearing System
Temperature sensors
Primary mirror support system
Secondary mirror support System
Rotating enclosure
Hexapod

• Heidenhain encoder interpolation boards for the position feedback of azimuth, altitude and
rotator axes
• ESO array control electronics (ACE) for the technical CCD cameras used for the autoguiding
system and the wavefront sensor
• ESO time bus interface boards for the synchronization with Global Positioning System
(GPS) time.

5
5.1

Software environment
Programming tools

The programming environment is the same adopted by ESO in all similar telescope and instrumentation projects, that is periodically updated through the annual releases of the VLT Common Software. The programming practices must follow the standards that define the programming style, the
naming conventions for software modules and files, the directory structure for software modules,
the use of standard Makefile for modules compilation and installation. The supported languages
are ANSI-C for LCU modules, C++ for workstation modules and Tcl/Tk for user interfaces. The
GNU basic development tools (emacs, make) are widely adopted.
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Type
WS
LCU
LCU
LCU

5.2

Environments

Each machine in the telescope network runs a “software environment”, that is basically composed
by the runtime processes and the overall machine configuration. A key feature of each software
environment is the presence of an online database that can be accessed by all the runtime processes
for input and output of data. Very usefully, it is also accessible by external software tools, allowing
the user:
• to change online any configuration parameter without recompiling the code and rebooting
the machines;
• to monitor the output of specific processes in text or graphical form.
Thus, the online database highly simplifies operations like the debug of code and the tuning of
control loops.
5.3

Modules

The telescope control software for all ESO telescopes and instruments is organized in “software
modules”. A single software module does not necessarily correspond to a software process. In
fact, the runtime processes can be entities created from code contained in one or more modules.
Thus, the software modules are just organizational units with a standard directory structure, defined
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Figure 8. The telescope Local Area Network.

Table 2. Telescope Control Software statistics.

Symbol
Modules
Source Files
LOC
CLOC

Count
61
4682
1089563
289473

Definition
Software Modules
Source Files
Lines of Code
Comment Only Lines of Code

6

VST package

The VST telescope control software is composed by 61 modules concurrently working on the
telescope workstation and on the eight Local Control Units. The order of magnitude of this complex
software package is represented by the data in table 2; the number of lines of code are slightly more
than 1 million, with more than 200K lines of comments (computed through the LocMetrics Source
Code Line Counting Tool).
About 80% of the modules were written from scratch or modified starting from a similar
module of the VLT package. One of the reasons for the modifications was that VST is equipped
with a different hardware, although the choice of components was based as much as possible on
the ESO standards. But also the operational scheme is partially different: for instance the active
optics and the auto-guiding systems are handled in a different way. The 20% remaining modules
were recycled from VLT software; nevertheless, thinking in terms of functionalities rather than of
software modules, this did not mean there was no change in the software subsystems and in the
runtime processes. In fact, using an object-oriented paradigm, sometimes the modules have been
overwritten, inheriting the original code.
In general, the graphical user interfaces have been developed to be similar to the ones which
were already familiar to the operational and maintenance staff, sometimes hiding deep differences
in the code; two examples are shown in figure 9 and figure 10. This choice has considerably helped
the development of the project and the final delivery of the telescope. The telescope operators in
Paranal, who were used to work with the other ESO telescopes, were immediately operative on
the new instrument from their first night of work; this has been a considerable advantage for the
telescope operability.
The whole package is installed automatically on all the machines by an ESO proprietary installation utility, which compiles the modules, builds the software environments and creates the
appropriate links between them.
Additional details on the software implementation are given in the following subsections.
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to simplify the software management. They can correspond to a server, a library, a collection of
graphical user interfaces, and so on. Also, a single module can have a workstation and a LCU
distinct parts. All the processes have a Command Definition table (CDT), that defines the interfaces for the external commands. Each machine in the telescope control network runs generally
many processes, spawned during the bootstrap of the machines to handle the needs of a subsystem.
The LCU processes has also a Command Interpretation table (CIT) used by the software to route
commands to the appropriate task or function.

6.1

Axes control software

The axes control software is logically divided into parts depending on hardware and others that are
independent. The hardware independent module provides the overall coordination and is based on
a state machine. It includes a variable structure control law, that has been implemented to make
the system more robust against the disturbance given by repetitive offsets, which are a common
condition in the operation mode of a survey telescope.
The handling of power amplifiers is embedded in the hardware dependent module, using the
analog I/O boards drivers. The handling of the encoders is implemented through their specific
driver and a higher layer of software that manages all configurations and settings.
The velocity feedback comes from a hardware tacho signal read through the analog I/O boards,
used only during the initialization of the encoders, and a software tacho, used during normal operations. While the hardware tacho is a real physical tachometer, the software tacho is obtained
by differentiating the encoder signal within the software. The two modes have a different set of
control parameters stored in the online database, which are switched automatically by the software.
6.2

Autoguiding control software

The control of the probe, used for autoguiding and active optics, is based on the software handling
of four motorized functions:
• azimuthal position of the probe
• radial position of the probe
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Figure 9. The telescope control software main graphical interface.

• angle of the pickup mirror
• focusing device
The motor control is implemented using a common platform included in the VLT Common Software distribution for the creation of LCU server applications; both DC (Direct Current) and stepper
motors are supported. A higher software layer handles the coordination of the probe with the autoguiding software, that is implemented sending the computed corrections to the telescope axes; the
direction of corrections was tuned during the telescope commissioning.
6.3

Active optics software

The active optics is the software subsystem which needed more development. It is composed by
wavefront sensing, primary mirror system, secondary mirror system and coordination software.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the implementations, parallel computations were frequently
implemented in Matlab for a cross-check. Learning all the details of the active optics theory was
of course essential.
The secondary mirror control implements the three basic commands reported in table 3 for
defocus, coma and linear astigmatism corrections.
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Figure 10. The autoguiding graphical user interface.

Table 3. Secondary mirror basic commands.

Correction
Defocus
Coma
Linear Astigmatism

Command
FOCPOS
CENTPOS
TILTPOS

Implementation
Movement along the optical axis
Rotation around the center of curvature
Rotation around the coma-free point

6.4

Atmospheric Dispersion Corrector software

The software controls two axes to implement the counter-rotation of the prisms doublets. Their
position depends on zenith angle, relative humidity, temperature, atmospheric pressure, which are
read from the online database. The ADC software can also update continuously the prisms position
to fine tune the correction during long exposures.
6.5

Auxiliary systems software

Some auxiliary subsystems are controlled with dedicated software applications.
• Primary mirror cover: it is controlled through a digital I/O board.
• Hydrostatic bearing system of azimuth axis: it is controlled by a digital I/O board and a CAN
Bus interface to communicate with microcontroller boards.
• Temperature sensors: they are read through a CAN Bus interface that communicates with
dedicated microcontroller boards.
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The primary mirror control software is based on a communication through CAN bus between
the LCU, the 84 axial supports, the position reading system and the lateral fixed points. A monitoring task continuously updates the online database values, and commands are sent to the active
elements by the active optics coordination module. Both absolute and relative corrections are supported, in order to change the shape of the mirror.
A background task running every 30 seconds regulates the weight on the active supports,
loading or unloading appropriately the three axial fixed points in order to prevent the system from
trefoil aberration. This task runs when the telescope is observing.
The coordination of the active optics activities is done at workstation level. There, the recalculation of the aberration coefficients is implemented, i.e. the raw coefficients, computed in the
technical CCD coordinate system at a given position of the probe in the field, are converted into
values in the telescope reference system. The change of coordinates is implemented taking into
account the geometry of the probe.
The field aberrations are also subtracted, considering that the telescope does not strictly belong
to any classical category of telescopes like the Cassegrain or the Ritchey-Chretien. Thus, the field
aberrations were computed by ray-tracing and are removed from the wavefront sensor measure
by software.
Also, the software subtracts the static aberrations measured in the Shack-Hartmann system
during the telescope commissioning [16], in the section which recalculates the coefficients of the
aberration modes.

• Co-rotator: it follows the rotation of the instrument rotator, carrying cables and electronic
cabinets. It is controlled through a serial RS-232 interface module.
6.6

Coordination software

7

Configuration control

In a distributed and complex environment like the VST control system, the software developers run
always the risk to implement successful modifications which can be lost after a reinstallation, if a
proper control of the configuration is not strictly implemented. Therefore the software has always
been taken under configuration control, using an ESO proprietary tool for most of the project, and
then switching to the open source tool Subversion (SVN) for software version control. Besides
the archiving of all versions of a single module, a particular care has been given to the overall
installation module, which contains all the configuration files to rebuild correctly each machine
environment from scratch. Also, the control of the configuration has always been implemented at
level of the whole software package rather than simply of the single modules. The strict implementation of configuration control practices has indeed removed almost completely the loss of good
and tested code.

8

Software commissioning

The commissioning of the software has been done in parallel with the commissioning of the telescope. Before this phase, all the software modules associated to subsystems (e.g. the primary and
secondary mirror systems, the tracking axes and so on) had been already extensively debugged, and
the coordination at system level had also been tested with real hardware or at least in simulation
mode, in case the hardware was not available. This preparatory work allowed the staff to perform
the telescope commissioning with no time lost for software problems. Nevertheless, many important details were modified in the software of all the telescope subsystems. The developers could
start from a stable environment and implement more easily the modifications that were deemed
necessary during the commissioning.

9

Conclusions

We described the design and implementation of the VST telescope control software, that has been
delivered in 2011 at the end of the telescope commissioning. Since then, the only intervention
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In the ESO framework the Telescope Control Software is considered one of the subsystems of the
Observation Software (the others are the Instrument Control Software and the Detector Control
Software). Therefore, although the telescope can be fully operated autonomously by the Telescope Control Software, it also implements an interface with the external world that allows to
receive commands.
The most typical command is a “Preset”: the telescope receives new target coordinates with
a complete set of information on the autoguiding, active optics, ADC configurations. All the telescope subsystems are appropriately activated, in parallel whenever this is possible or in sequence;
when the preset is ended the telescope is ready to take images.

has been the upgrade to the last release of the ESO VLT Common Software. Thus, after more
than one year of work in operational conditions it can be considered a mature and stable software
package. The ease of use for the telescope operators has been guaranteed by the strict similarity
of the user interfaces to the other ESO telescopes, that has been considered as a requirement along
the whole duration of the project; in fact, the learning curve of the operators has been very short.
Summarizing the results, the telescope software regularly allows a smooth control of the instrument
and can be maintained with minimum efforts by the local staff.
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